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Figure 1: Given a portrait image, we decompose the face into separated facial components and search for the corresponding cartoon
components in a dataset by feature matching. The cartoon components are composed together to construct a cartoon face. We can easily
generate cartoon faces of different styles and perform artistic beautification by using our framework.

Abstract

This paper presents a data-driven framework for generating
cartoon-like facial representations from a given portrait image. We
solve our problem by an optimization that simultaneously considers
a desired artistic style, image-cartoon relationships of facial com-
ponents as well as automatic adjustment of the image composition.
The stylization operation consists of two steps: a face parsing step
to localize and extract facial components from the input image;
a cartoon generation step to cartoonize the face according to the
extracted information. The components of the cartoon are assem-
bled from a database of stylized facial components. Quantifying the
similarity between facial components of input and cartoon is done
by image feature matching. We incorporate prior knowledge about
photo-cartoon relationships and the optimal composition of cartoon
facial components extracted from a set of cartoon faces to maintain
a natural and attractive look of the results.
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1 Introduction
Stylized cartoon faces are widely used as virtual personal images in
social media such as instant chat, photo albums or twitter. However,
manually creating such images needs artistic skills, it is often labo-
rious and still might generate unwanted results. A user may have
to search for suitable image editing operations to achieve a desired
cartoon style and has to perform a large number of trials. Therefore,
an automatic system for cartooning based on an input photography
is very useful for many practical multimedia applications. Since
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humans look at faces very carefully, a good quality of the results is
more crucial than for other objects. The cartoon faces should faith-
fully represent important facial features of the original photo. On
the other hand, to beautify and to add artistic embellishment to the
stylized representations is also challenging.

Chen et al. [2002] present the PicToon system to generate a person-
alized cartoon face from an input picture. The quality of their result-
s highly depends on the accuracy of face sketch generation, while
it is also difficult for their stroke-based rendering method to gener-
ate cartoon faces of different styles or to add artistic embellishment
to specific facial components. Moreover, their example-based pro-
cess requires face images and sketches to be strictly aligned, which
makes the dataset construction to be complicated.

Patch-based methods have been widely applied to the synthesis
of facial sketches due to their ability to represent local facial fea-
tures [Wang et al. 2014]. Li et al. [2011] generate a cartoon image
by incorporating the content of guidance images taken from a spe-
cific training set. Current state-of-the arts methods utilize Markov
Random Fields (MRF) to select most appropriate neighbor patches
to hallucinate a target patch [Zhou et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013].
Each photo patch is an observation node and its corresponding s-
ketch patch is the corresponding hidden node. The main drawback
of these techniques is that these methods neglect the global shape
information that describes the holistic geometric relationships be-
tween the individual facial features. Some important information
about global shape exaggeration may be lost during face sketch syn-
thesis. Boundary distortion and over-smoothing artifacts sometimes
appear in the results since overlapping regions have to be averaged.
In addition, high computational costs and memory loads also limit
their practicability.

Hence, a desired approach should efficiently generate a clear and
attractive cartoon face in a user-desired style. In this paper, we
present an efficient data-driven framework for automatic face styl-
ization based on portrait photographies. One of our major contri-
bution lies in casting the problem of face cartoon stylization as an
optimization problem that searches for a new composition of fa-
cial components that approximately match the facial features of the
input face while still making the resulting sketch look natural and
attractive. Our optimization method tries to balance between the
shapes of local facial components, the global similarity to the input
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Figure 2: The overall pipeline of our framework.

face and the visual characteristics of a desired cartoon style. Anoth-
er contribution is the quantification of the similarity between a real
facial component and a cartoon representation. The pre-designed
stylized facial components are first mapped to representative realis-
tic facial components and similarities are computed as the distance
between realistic and stylized representation. Compared with pre-
vious patch-based methods, our framework integrates both, the in-
formation of the local neighborhood and the configuration of the
global shape exaggeration, which is important for achieving good
face stylizations. On the other hand, our stylization process is more
efficient than MRF-based schemes so that it is more suitable for
mobile applications.

2 Overview
The framework of our system is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists
of an offline phase and a runtime phase. Prior knowledge about the
relationship between real and stylized facial components and opti-
mal compositions of such components are obtained in the offline
phase (Sec. 3). We further adopt ε-SVR (Support Vector Regres-
sion) [Chang and Lin 2011] to learn the rules of optimal compo-
sition. Since our cartoon style representation is on a component
level rather than on a patch level, we use multiple stylized compo-
nent sets for different styles for each realistic component. During
runtime (Sec. 4), we first parse the input face into its semantic fa-
cial components. For each component, we extract its shape features
and find the most similar real component in the dataset by feature
matching. We then use the corresponding stylized facial compo-
nents to compose the cartoon face. Finally, we automatically adjust
the composition of the cartoon facial components to make the face
more natural and attractive.

3 Data-Driven Prior Knowledge Extraction
Labeling of stylized facial components We start with building
three datasets: a real face dataset, a real facial component dataset
and a dataset of cartoon facial components. The real face dataset P
consists of representative portrait photos downloaded from the In-
ternet and contains 300 faces for male and 220 for female subjects.
We carefully selected photos in order to ensure that there were e-
nough different kinds of facial components for various shapes. We
extracted all facial components from the faces in P to build the
dataset of realistic facial components Fr . We then picked repre-
sentative components of 20 chins, 30 eyebrows, 30 eyes, 16 noses,
30 mouths and 75 types of hair for both male and female photogra-
phies from Fr and used them to build the dataset of stylized facial
components Fc by letting an artist draw stylized versions for each
representative realistic component. For each real eye we separate-
ly drew a stylized version of a single-fold eyelid and a double-fold
eyelid. We then asked some users to compose cartoons for these
faces in P , by selecting and composing stylized facial components
which are similar to the components on the realistic faces. Doing
so, every facial component in Fr was labelled with the closest styl-
ized facial component from Fc.

Adjustment of facial compositions A good composition of fa-
cial components will make a cartoon face look natural and attrac-
tive. We adopt the ε-SVR method [Chang and Lin 2011] to let
the system learn how to adjust the facial composition of a cartoon
face in order to create more beautiful results. For the rough cartoon
faces in P , we ask an artist to adjust positions and sizes of each
component in order to reach a good composition for each face.

A facial composition is defined as a feature vector extracted from
the facial landmarks. Assuming the face is symmetric. We define
a coordinate system is with its center between the eyes. The line
passing through the eyes is the horizontal axis and the perpendicular
line on the nose is the vertical axis. As shown in Figure 3, a facial
composition is represented by a 13-dimensional vector x ∈ R13,
including coordinates and length of the left eyebrow, coordinates
and length of the left eye, ordinate and width of the nose, ordinate
and width of the mouth, ordinate and width or the cheek and ordi-
nate of the chin.

Figure 3: Variables of a facial composition: a feature vector con-
tains 13 dimensions and is extracted from both real faces and their
abstracted counterparts that are inputs of the ε-SVR. x, y are co-
ordinates whilew stands for width.

After the artist finished composing the stylized facial components
for each face inP , we obtain a training set {(x1,z1), ..., (xl,zl)},
where xi and zi are feature vectors for each real face and its styl-
ized version. In order to compose a cartoon face automatically,
each dimension of its facial composition needs to be predicted. So
we train the ε-SVR as a predictor for each dimension with a sub-
dataset, {(x1, z1k ), ..., (xl, zlk )}, where zik ∈ R

1 is the k-th di-
mension of zi. Under given parameters C > 0 and ε > 0, the form
of ε-SVR is

min
w,b,ξ,ξ∗

1

2
wTw + C

l∑
i=1

ξi + C

l∑
i=1

ξ∗

s.t. wTφ(xi) + b− zik ≤ ε+ ξ, (1)

zik −w
Tφ(xi)− b ≤ ε+ ξ∗,

ξ, ξ∗ ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., l,

where w is the weighting vector for the input that is needed to be
learned by solving the optimization problem. φ(x) is a transform
function. While it is difficult to compute the primal problem, its



Lagrangian dual problem

min
α,α∗

1

2
(α−α∗)TK(xi, xj)(α−α∗)

+ ε

l∑
i=1

(α+α∗) +

l∑
i=1

zik (α−α∗) (2)

s.t. eT (α−α∗) = 0,

0 ≤ α,α∗ ≤ C, i = i, ..., l,

where α and α∗ are Lagarange multipliers, can be solved easily.

An RBF kernel K(xi,xj) = φ(xi)φ(xj) = exp{− (xi−x2
j)

2δ2
} is

used for this purpose. For different given parameters δ, C and ε,
the solution of the dual problem differs. We carry out a grid search
method to search for parameters that minimize the training error
of each predictor. When α and α∗ are obtained, the form of the
prediction function of ε-SVR is

zk =

l∑
i=1

(−αi +α∗
i )K(xi, x) + b. (3)

We can now predict the cartoon facial composition when given a re-
alistic facial composition once training procedure for all predictors
are completed. Then facial composition is then applied to compose
the stylized facial components.

4 Face Cartoon Stylization
Face detection and alignment We formulate the face car-
toonization as an optimization problem, which tries to strike
a balance between similarity to the input face and natural-
ness/attractiveness of the cartoon representation. The user starts
a cartoonization session by creating a portrait photo as the input for
the system. We use the method in [Viola and Jones 2004] for face
detection and choose the first detected face in the image as the input
face. We use the face alignment algorithm in [Cao et al. 2014] to lo-
cate the facial landmarks. We employ the commonly used 88 facial
landmarks to represent a face shape and decompose the input face
into separate components such as eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth and
chin. The regions of eyes, eyebrows and nose are extracted by us-
ing the bounding boxes of their landmarks. The mouth and chin are
represented directly by their landmarks (21 landmarks for chin and
22 for mouth). Then, for each component, we search for the most
similar component in the dataset of real facial components Fr .
Eyes and nose The eyelid shape is a strong feature to distin-
guish one eye from others. We use HoG descriptors [Dalal and
Triggs 2005] to extract image features for eyes. A 2304 dimension-
al feature vector is obtained and the Euclidean distance is used for
computing distances between face descriptions. We use the same
matching scheme for finding the most similar nose from Fr . We
normalize the input images for eyes and the eyes in Fr to 62×100,
and for noses is 71× 200.
Eyebrows Since there is usually no clear boundary between an
eyebrow and its surrounding skin, we first perform a Gaussian nor-
malization to the eyebrow region. Then, we partition the normal-
ized region into 6×20 patches and sum the pixel intensities of each
patch. Finally, all summations over small patches are connected to a
vector regarded as the feature vector of the eyebrow. We normalize
the input eyebrows and the eyebrows in Fr to 66× 200.
Chin and mouth Using the shape information, the matching of
chins and that of mouths achieve good results. Two chosen land-
marks of a chin are aligned to two fixed points. The aligned land-
marks are combined to a describing vector which is the feature vec-
tor for a chin or mouth.

Once feature extraction is finished, we search the K nearest neigh-
bors from the dataset for each facial component. Since each realis-
tic component is connected to a cartoon representation, we get K
stylized components for each facial component. These components
may share two or more cartoon components in the search result. We
choose the one which occurs most frequently to be the best match.

Figure 4: Hair matching with a clustering method on image color
histogram. Left: an aligned face image and the clustering result.
The hair region is marked in green. Right: the best matching car-
toon hair and its binary image.

Hair Hair matching consists of two steps: local and global hair
matching. The goal of local hair matching is to find cartoon hairs
with similar fringe to the real hair while global hair matching aim-
s to search for hair with similar global shape. In the first step, a
patch Tr is extracted from a face image Ir around eyes including
the fringe. Tr is then converted into a binary image and scaled to a
fixed size, Trb. The same operation is carried out on all cartoon hair
forms S = {Ic} in order to get a set of binary images T = {Tcb}.
Each binary image is partitioned into small patches with the same
size. We sum the intensities over the pixels on each patch and com-
bine the summations to a feature vector. Therefore, for a given input
Tr we get the N nearest neighbors and the corresponding cartoon
hair shapes C = {I1c , ..., INc } ∈ S. In the second step, we use a
clustering method on the color histogram of Ir to segment it into
several connected regions (Figure 4). Then Ir is converted into a
binary image and scaled to a fixed size Irb by keeping the hair re-
gion. Cartoon hair shapes in C are converted into binary images
CB = {I1cb, ..., INcb}} in the same way. HoG descriptors are used
to extract features from these binary images. So we can find the
nearest neighbor in CB and the corresponding cartoon hair in C that
is regarded as the best match.

Gender classification A systematic study on gender classifi-
cation [Makinen and Raisamo 2008] compared results of a few
learning-based methods. We use a C-Support Vector Classification
(C-SVC) with image pixels as input which achieved better results
on average than other methods in that paper.

Glass detection Glass detection is operated on a small central
patch between two eyes. We convert the patch to a gray patch and
calculate vertical gradients. The two maximum gradients of pixels
in each column are obtained (see Figure 5). The upper one and the
lower one are collected in two sets of pixels and their ordinates in
the patch are denoted by ai ∈ A, bi ∈ B, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then we
compute variations var(A) and var(B) of the pixels’ ordinates in
each set:

var(A) = 1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(ai − µA)2, (4)

var(B) = 1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(bi − µB)2. (5)

There exists a glass if summation of var(A) and var(B) is small-
er then a threshold. The glass color is obtained from the region
between two set of pixels.

Eyelid detection The type of the eyelid (double or single) is a
distinctive feature for eyes. We use canny edge detection to get a
binary image for left and right eye. The left eye is double eyelid



Figure 5: Glass detection. A patch between two eyes is extracted
for glass detection. Two pixels with the two largest gradients in
each column are drew in red and others in black.

if two pulses are detected on the left-top part of its gradient image.
The right-top part is detected for the right eye.
Cartoon composition Stylized components are composed to the
cartoon face by referencing to the cartoon facial composition z.
Firstly, a coordinate system is built on the canvas (Figure 3). Sec-
ondly, using information in z we can get the position and width
of each cartoon component. Components are moved to their target
positions and scaled to their target width by preserving their aspect
ratios. Finally, alpha blending is adopted to compose all compo-
nents to get a cartoon face.
Warping For some input faces, there may not exist suitable styl-
ized facial components, so the cartoon faces will look dissimilar
to the real faces. In our experiments, we find that the shapes of
chin and eyes are important factors which will apparently affect
the similarity of the cartoon face to the input face. To address this
problem, we employ the warping method in [Schaefer et al. 2006]
to change the shapes of the cartoon chin and cartoon eyes which are
acquired by feature matching. This method needs two set of control
points, one as source points and the other as target points , which
is convenient to warp an image to the desired one. However, some
distortions occur in the results. Experiments show that the number
and homogeneity of control points as well as the smoothness of the
curve have effects on the result. The smoothness plays the most im-
portant role. So we sample the control points equidistantly on the
curve and smooth new control points to figure out the problem. We
smooth the curve by using a Gaussian filter with the scale factor to
control the smoothing extent.

5 Results
We connected faces in the dataset to three types of stylizations
named ustyle, qqShow and wCup respectively. The framework was
applied to synthesize three kinds of stylized faces. It runs under PC
of 3.4GHz Intel Core i7 CUP and 16GB DDR3 memory. It took 0.8
seconds on average to synthesize a face. We also develop a mobile
application product on both Android and IOS platforms. Figure 6
shows an example generated by our mobile software.

Figure 6: Cartoon image generated by our mobile software.
Figures 1, 3 and 5 show some results obtained using our framework
for the three style materials. There are few distortions in result-
s. Synthetic faces are not equal to real faces but keep some of their
main features. Adjusted facial compositions for cartoon stylizations
fit the original ones. Our framework has the ability to generalize to
another face style as long as faces are connected to corresponding

materials in the dataset. Note that for ”wCup” style, artistic ex-
aggeration is performed to the cartoon materials by increasing the
sizes of eyes. Thus, the cartoon faces of this style all have lovely
big eyes. This kind of art forms can be easily integrated into our
framework while difficult for patch-based methods. The limitation
of our framework is some cartoon faces may be not very similar to
the original faces due to the finite facial components in the database.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a data-driven framework for generating cartoon
faces from portrait photographies that show a desired cartoon style.
In the future work we will study how to handle more facial de-
tails during the stylization operation, such as nevus, wrinkles and
cheekbones, and how to make stylized faces more lively. Our sys-
tem currently can only generate cartoon faces of front views. How
to handle input faces with apparent 3D rotation and generating car-
toon images for such views is another challenging direction.
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